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A Plethora of Browsers
๏ So many browsers...

Internet Explorer 6

Internet Explorer 7

Firefox 2.x

Firefox 1.x

Konqueror

Safari
AOL

Netscape

Opera

iCab

Lynx

Web TV

AND MORE!!!
stay calm



Things to Consider



Things to Consider

๏ If there are so many browsers...
๏ Do I REALLY have to code for all of them?

Good question.
no need to stress



Things to Consider
๏ Who is my audience?
๏ Developers
๏ The Masses
๏ Mom & Dad
๏ The Disabled
๏ Mobile Users

narrow it down



Things to Consider
๏ Am I coding for a specific platform?:
๏ Windows
๏ Mac
๏ Linux

๏ Different platforms use different 
browsers

multi-platforms can be fun



Things to Consider
๏ Browser Usage, General

multi-platforms can be fun

IE 6 & 7 77%

Firefox 14%

Safari 5%

Opera < 1%

Other < 1%



Things to Consider
๏ Browser Usage, PlainBlack

multi-platforms can be fun

Firefox 53%

IE 6 & 7 31%

Safari 2%

Mozilla 2%

Opera 2%



Things to Consider
๏ Different platforms use different 

browsers... but...

we like firefox

Firefox is a notable exception.
Very Standards Compliant

Lots of FREE developers tools
Available on most platforms



Things to Consider
๏ Why did Microsoft have to make 

Internet Explorer?
๏ FACT! 90% of gray hair is caused by cross-

coding for Internet Explorer.
๏ FACT! 80% of baldness comes from pulling 

hair out getting CSS to work between IE 6 & 7

we don’t like Internet Explorer



Where to Start?



Where to Start?
๏ First & Foremost, always make your 

page work in Firefox FIRST!
๏ Know what to expect
๏ Few rendering bugs
๏ Works on all those platforms
๏ Gecko engine is the most popular standards 

engine

consistency is good



Where to Start?
๏ First Firefox, then Internet Explorer
๏ IE 6 first... IE 7 second
๏ Very very non-standards compliant
๏ Trident engine only used for a handful of 

browsers

we still don’t like Internet Explorer



Where to Start?
๏ Validate, validate, validate
๏ Validation ensures you didn’t screw up

it’s good to be validated

W3C Validation Service
http://validator.w3c.org

http://jigsaw.w3c.org/css-validator



Making Your Test 
Environment



Making Your Test Environment

fantastic application

๏ Install Multiple Versions of Internet Explorer
๏ You can’t have multiple versions of IE on your PC
๏ Or can you?

Multiple IE!
http://tredosoft.com/Multiple_IE

Versions of IE all the way back to IE 3



Making Your Test Environment

browsers, lots of browsers.

๏ Install browsers. Lots of browsers. At the 
least...
๏ Internet Explorer 6 & 7
๏ Firefox (current build)
๏ Opera
๏ Safari

๏ These cover the most common types of rendering 
engines



Making Your Test Environment

render away dear browser

๏ Rendering Engines
๏ These are what interpret your code
๏ Gecko
๏ Trident
๏ Presto
๏ KHTML

Most popular one that works well

What IE and AOL are built on. Yikes.

Opera, and browsers based on Opera

Safari & Konqueror, faster than Gecko



Making Your Test Environment

gecko, not geicko

๏ What if I’m on a Mac?
๏ If it’s an Intel Mac, you’re in good shape!
๏ Setup dual boot and install Windows
๏ Get Parallels software

๏ You can test all of the major browsers



Coding Suggestions



Coding Suggestions

strict, but fair

๏ XHTML Strict
๏ All browsers tend to follow these guidelines 

(pretty well)
๏ Since the browsers don’t work the same, 

this can be a baseline



Coding Suggestions

h@><><0r

๏ Hacks
๏ Generally not the best idea...
๏ But we all use them
๏ Use hacks that validate if you’re going to

html > body {  }

* html {  }

@import “”

Do’s
body { _font-size:10px; }

 

> body { }

Dont’s



Coding Suggestions

way more than i can cover here

๏ IE 6 Hacks
๏ Mysterious bounding element
๏ Holly Hack
๏ Box Model strangeness

* html .whatever

* html { height:1% }

200 pixels

IE Box
with 5px of padding

200 pixels

Normal Box
with 5px of padding



Coding Suggestions

not pretty, but effective

๏ Internet Explorer 7... not much better
๏ Only slightly more standards compliant than IE 6
๏ Supports just enough to break old hacks
๏ Enter conditional statements

<!--[if IE 7]>
 @import “ie7.css”;
<![endif]-->



Coding Suggestions

spacing = bad

๏ Remove Spacing from Everything
๏ Different browsers have different spacing
๏ Remove it to put you on equal footing

body * { margin:0px; padding:0px }



Review!



Review!

are we forgetting something?

๏ Create your site and test it in Firefox FIRST
๏ Creating it using XHTML strict

๏ Make the site work in IE 6
๏ Make the site work in IE 7
๏ Conditional statements for both



Review!

not everything comes free

๏ And what about all the other browsers?
๏ Opera & Safari should be tested after the others
๏ Some strangeness, but usually very close

๏ Text based browsers?
๏ Lynx



Questions & Sharing Time


